
Sunnytek Hybrid micro grid solutions
Our definition of hybrid system !

One or several power sources working in 
a network to produce power in a defined 

area.   System includes a energy storage 
system and output for many users.
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Basic Specification

Net weight 18kg

Gross weight 20kg

Temperature drop 4555℃

Product Dimension 556*504*534mm

Classification of Climate T,ST,N,SN

Door Type Folding Door

Defrost Type Others

Type SidebySide

Power 45W

With Freezer Or Not Yes

Cooling System Compressor

Body Materials Metal, Stainless Steel

Colour Others

Current Type DC

With Accessories or Not No

Voltage 12V

Doors Number 1 Door

Capacity BCD50V

Frequency 50HZ60HZ

Detail Description

we have three stayles,It's one of them,the height of the different is that they have changed.

STYLES:BCD50V,BCD72V,BCD92V
Technical parameters
 

Capacity: 50L 

Classification of Climate: T, ST, N, SN 

Product Dimensions: W X D X H =556*504*526  ; 

Net weight:18Kg;Gross weight:20KG 

Vertical Car fridges with compressor BCD50V

:FOB Price Get Latest Price

:Model BCD50V

:Min.Order 100 BOXES

:Brand Name CENCO

:Brief Description It's Vertical fridge ,this is the mini fridge ,you can put it on you

room or set up you car ,it's very light.

Jenny Jiang
 Contact Now

No.of Staffs

Sales Volume

Monthly Capacity

OEM/ODM Availability

Payment Terms

Related Product Category

Product Range Main pr…

Target Market(s)

Manufacturer

Zhejiang Chenxiang
Precision Technology Co.,
Ltd.
Jinhua  Zhejiang  China

Product Details Company Profile
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Sunnytek Hybrid micro grid solutions

Characteristics for all solutions of hybrid systems

* All systems have minimum 2 different power sources where one works in darkness
* All systems use solar power at day time with a panel design optimised for rainy days
* All systems installations are modular to be easy to upgrade or modify
* All systems are made so they can grow and be larger and larger in a simple way
* The local grid network can use different voltages in different locations of the grid
* Battery source is preferable a design that gives min 10 years life cycle with no service
* All lamps in system is latest generation LED with min 160 Lumen / W output flux
* Hot water is an optional form of energy we can offer
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Short calculation criteria and target for an  African village

Small farmers house Medium size house Bungalow / health care centre

* One house contain 
2-8 persons 

* House have 1-2 rooms
* Indoor we have 2 pcs 

5-6 W lamps
* Outdoor 1 pcs 4 W 

lamp
* 1 mobile phone 

charger
* One extra 12 volt car 

type output
* 12  or 24 volt DC  

battery system 
* Target USD 100-120 

in volume / house
* Population in 25-50 

million houses

* One house contain 
2-8 persons 

* House have 2-4 rooms
* Indoor we have 4-6 

pcs 5-6 W lamps
* Outdoor 2 pcs 6 W 

lamps
* 1 mobile phone 

charger
* One extra 12 volt car 

type output
* 12 or 24  volt DC  

battery system 
* Target USD 250-400 

in volume / house
* Population in 10-20 

million houses

* One house contain 
2-10 persons 

* House have 3-6 rooms
* Indoor we have 6-10 

pcs 5-6 W lamps
* Outdoor 2-3 pcs 10 

W lamps
* 2-4 mobile phone 

chargers
* 230 Volt AC system 

with 300-600 W sine 
wave inverter

* 6 pcs  230 V wall plugs
* Target USD 600-1200 

in volume / house
* Population in 5 million 

houses
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Typ case Gakwende Burundi
Very typical remote rural small village
Many thousands like this all over Africa

Possible 100 -200 million inhabitants live like this
Reasonable costs makes a giant step realistic

Well proven equipment makes technology reliable

* About 50-150 houses
* 200-1000 inhabitants
* Very poor rural area
* Farming area with potential
* Schools and small city centre
* Well concentrated in size
* Almost zero lamps in houses
* Easy set up for solar and hydro power

We know Gakwende well so it is easy 
to use as a typical master installation
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Market area

Secondary school
600 students

Church 
2500 seats

Good location
for a dam

Primary school
300 kids

Gakwende Creek

Main street

Many small houses 
wall to wall

Small houses with 
some areas

Handicap centre 
for children

Small health
care centre

Bridge over creek

Road Rutana- 
Source de Nile

100 M distance
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Power central 
small house
Solar panels 

on roof

Cable for 3 
KW generator
length about 
300 meter
230 Volt AC

power line in 
RKKJ cable

Cable is about 
0.5 meter under 

surface. 
It needs to 
be hidden 

and protected
Cable type 

EKKJ 4+1x4 mm2
Alarm on cable

Central is a 3x3 m
building in bricks
Solid door and 

and lamps outside
High level alarm
with lamps and

siren etc.



Sunnytek Hybrid micro grid solutions
Octopus power distribution solution

The system can have all from one single arm up to many like an octopus
Arms can have low voltage DC or 230 Volt AC high voltage
All arms are getting power from a battery back up system

All arms are insulated by an insulated DC / DC or DC / AC supply
All arms are protected for short circuit and earth problems

All end users have a central with fuses and a payment solution
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Source your best solution at www.e-ablepower.com

solar solution & wind solution & heat solution

SOLARSOLARSOLARSOLAR POWERPOWERPOWERPOWER SYSTEMSYSTEMSYSTEMSYSTEM 100W100W100W100W

Name Norms Parameters Quantity(pcs)
Solar panels with

mono
Rated power 100W 1

Battery Maintenance free lead
acid battery

12V/65Ah

Solar charge
controller

Rated voltage 12V 1

Inverter Rated output power 500W 1

Output DC 12V 12V/5A 4

USB 5.5V/8.4V 2

Accessories LED lighting 1.5W 2

USB10 charger 1

Lighting liner 5M 2

Charger liner 1.5M 1

SampleSampleSampleSample pricepricepriceprice 497USD/SET497USD/SET497USD/SET497USD/SET
MOQMOQMOQMOQ 50pcs50pcs50pcs50pcs 439USD/SET439USD/SET439USD/SET439USD/SET

MP3MP3MP3MP3 functionfunctionfunctionfunction
(Optional(Optional(Optional(Optional ))))

26USD26USD26USD26USD

RemarkRemarkRemarkRemark 1.1.1.1. TheTheTheThe pricespricespricesprices aboveaboveaboveabove areareareare EXWEXWEXWEXW Price.Price.Price.Price.
2.2.2.2. PricePricePricePrice Validity:Validity:Validity:Validity: 2222 weeks.weeks.weeks.weeks.
3.3.3.3. LeadLeadLeadLead time:time:time:time: 15-2015-2015-2015-20 days.days.days.days.
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Battery 
DC/DC 

converter 
galvanically 

insulated design 

DC 12 or 24 Volt system 
where we can use 10-20 

houses connected and arm 
length up to 100 meter 

Shelter 



Sunnytek Hybrid micro grid solutions
Octopus power distribution solution

This is the larger model where we use 230 / 380 
Volt AC in  the arm.

Capacity for larger houses and smaller industries
Typical power per arm 1 KW to 10KW

All galvanically insulated
Handle lamps. fridge, PC systems and work shop 

tools etc.

Battery 
DC/AC  50 Hz 

230/380 
inverter  

galvanically 
insulated design 

AC 2309  Volt system 
where we can use many 

houses connected and arm 
length up to 100 meter 

Shelter 



Sunnytek Hybrid micro grid solutions
Power central for hybrid system

All installed in a building or solid shelter
Input from a multitude of power sources 

Battery charger system for storage
Inverters for AC output

DC/DC converters for DC output
All arms are separate from battery and 

galvanically insulated
Thunderbolt protection for all parts

Modular Design easy to upgrade
Prepaid meter system and capability

Alarm system

Inputs

Output arms
1-10 Arms as needed
Mixed DC/AC ETC.

ALL PROTECTED and 
insulated galvanically



Sunnytek Hybrid micro grid solutions
Solar panel system Photovoltaic power

Photovoltaic solar panels is  normally the heart of power 
generation in an hybrid system. Sun is always there but how much 
differs a lot. In Congo we 2X more panels that in Eldoret Kenya 
so the design is needed t consider all factors. Sunny days tis never 
a problem but the rainy weeks are so they set the parameters in 
balance with other power sources.

* Photovoltaic solar panels calculated to fulfil local demands
* Mostly thin film panels due to performance in rainy weather
* Typically 1-10 KW output depending on site and needs
* Laminated dual glass panels to avoid tropical life time problems
* Combination with MPPT inverters for best output
* Galvanically insulated from hydro power to reduce earth issues
* All installations have a rugged thunder bolt transient protection 

device of 1000V and 5KA current shock

Solar panels are almost always used in a hybrid design and are 
designed to charge battery back for night time output.



Sunnytek Hybrid micro grid solutions
Miniturbine system 3 KW output

* Kaplan turbine with generator at top and turbine down
* 100 Liter / sec and 2-3 meters water head by an earth dam
* 230 Volt output 3 KW power  with relay stabilised output
* Very simple and rugged design and easy service
* Realistic costs in PO and in life cycle cost

Image of location 
for the 

3 meter high 
earth dam 3M

Power range 300W to 10 KW
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Windmills are in some cases an excellent alternative
in areas with wind. In tropical areas there are often 
wind holes with lots of wind close to lakes and 
valleys in mountains. Here they add lots of power 
often at 4-6 afternoon hours when  people are 
home from work and need lamps etc at home.

* Different designs for what is best at a specific site
* Power range from 300W to 10KW
* Complementary reverse to solar energy
* Easy to interface to a hybrid system like a water turbine
* Low wind speed solutions with dual rotor designs
* Realistic cost and easy installation
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Thermoelectric power sources in in some cases an 
interesting option to make electricity from waist 
heat. Here we get power from a heat difference and 
have solutions form 30W to 5 KW.  It happens there 
are energy from some type of production or possible 
by burning something and here this is an option.

High Performance and Highly Reliable Solution 
 for Power Generation Applications 

 

350 Watts Hot Gas to Liquid Type Heat Recovery Generator 

Creative technology with fine manufacturing processes provides you the reliable and quality products. 
Tel: +86-791-88198288   Fax: +86-791-88198308    Email: info@thermonamic.com    Web Site: www.thermonamic.com 

350 Watts Hot Gas to Liquid Type Thermoelectric Generator Good for  

Automobile Exhaust Heat Energy Recovery 
Description 

The generator here is a hot gas-liquid type thermoelectric generator, which consist of a hot gas heat collector, 36 pieces 
thermoelectric modules and a liquid cooling system. The heat collector will capture the heat of hot gas that passing through and transfer 
the heat energy to each modules. The modules are cooled by a circulated liquid cooling system. The generator can generate 350watts if 
the hot gas can heat up the hot side of modules 300 ºC or above. 

Up to 60 per cent of the energy created by an internal combustion engine is lost in heat, with half of it going to exhaust heat and 
the other half going to the cooling system. If we will capture the exhaust heat energy and turn it into electricity energy by 
thermoelectric, the automobile fuel efficiency can be improved hence the exhaust emissions can be reduced. The generator here can be 
used for such application. 
 

 
 

 

Figure 1 350 Watts Hot Gas to Liquid Type Heat Recovery Thermoelectric Generator 

Application in Automobile Exhuast Heat Energy Recovery: 

 

Figure 2 350Watts Generator illustration   

 

Quiet operation!
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Multi fuel clean combustion

Long maintenance free operation life

Various environments: on grid, remote, mobile

Multiple applications possible

Multi unit - high power operation capability

Load following, modulating in operation

Power out

Cold water inHot water out

Microgen

2kW Free piston stirling technology
A revolution in power generation and energy efficiency

To this purpose Microgen develops and supplies one of the 

key technologies needed to realize this vision. Microgen has 

not only built up more than 15 years experience in Stirling 

Engine Technology, it is also the only company in the world 

which can boast of an installed base of thousands of units in 

the field since 2011. Units, which together have clocked a total 

of more than 120 Million run hours. 

Based on this track record Microgen is currently extending its 

portfolio of applications through selected partners in various 

parts of the world. These new applications mainly focus on 

remote power for Oil & Gas and Biomass fired Combined Heat 

and Power for rural areas.

In different locations; the Netherlands, the United Kingdom 

and China/Hong Kong, highly skilled and specialized 

professionals actively support the integration of our 

technology in various applications. If you are interested in a 

specific application, we would be happy to connect you to our 

application integrators in different fields.

Your personal 
power plant
Microgen envisions a world in which 
people independently generate and use 
energy in a more intelligent, efficient and 
sustainable way.

www.microgen-engine.com

Heat in

BENEFITS

* Stirling generators make power from a flame 
from a burner. This can be all from Biogas, natural 
gas and wood fires. Power 1-5 KW range

* Thermoelectric elements of Peltier type makes 
electricity from a heat difference. Typical 10W to 
500W. Fire from a stove in a kitchen will work.

* ORC generators can make power from a heat 
difference and have an advantage to use  cold 
heat of 80-100C only. Power range from 5 KW 
to many KW.
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Battery solutions for energy storage

Lead battery designs where 
we use very reliable 

battery packs. GEL or AGM 
technology. Life time 6-12 

years with 30% deep 
cycling. Photo show a 25 
KWH battery in Burundi 

school

Flow cells with 
liquid technology is 
a new design now 

mature. Life time 25 
years when deep 
cycled and low 

thermal sensitivity. 
Photo show a 10 

KWH system with 
350 Kg in weight.

Lithium Iron Phosphate 
battery is a reliable solution 

with good performance 
when hot. This battery can 
be used when it is 50-60 C 
in temperature and still be 
deep cycled by 80%  and 

work for 10-15 years.

We have many versions and 
make a calculation about 
what is best to a specific site 
in Life cycle costs and 
reliability.

Salt water
battery systems 
are coming and 
can soon be an 
alternative. They 

are the real green 
solution and not 
poisonous in any 
way. Costs can be 
lower than today.
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Thunderbolts and lightning

Lightning is a main problem for broken 
equipment and future problems

Many areas in Tropics have 200 times 
more lightnings than Scandinavia.

This needs special protection.
Hybrid system is often grounded in a wet 

river and have houses and solar panels 
high up so galvanically this is a problem. 

Hydro 
power 
turbine

Cable 20 m 
to 200 
meter

Insulation 
transformer

Storage 
battery

Solar 
MPPT 

Charger

Transient 
absorbers
1000Volt 

5KA

Insulated 
DC output

Insulated 
AC  

output
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Thanks for your interest
Sunnytek Solar
Allan Jansson


